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Notice:

Richard Wingfield’s RV-14

January Chapter
Meeting will be on

Wednesday Jan 6

by Michael Stephan

Experimental Aircraft Association!
We have several projects underway in
our Chapter.
Several of those are
nearing completion. In November we
saw Charlie Wright’s RV-9A. This
month we look at Richard Wingfield’s
RV-14.
For over a year and a half, Richard
has been assembling one of the first
RV-14 kits that Van produced. One of
the biggest issues he encounters is
receiving the kit’s components.
Richard is building faster that the kits
can be manufactured.
When you
manufacture kits with high precision
parts like Van has for the RV-14, it
takes longer to make than the earlier
RV kits where you receive aluminum
sheets and a picture that says, “Make it
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look like this.” The RV-14 is Vans
most advanced kit. Not surprising,
since every new model includes a
refined building process making
aircraft assembly easier.
Richard is building the tailwheel
version of the RV-14, and hopes to
have it flying this spring. Currently, he
is working on the firewall forward kits.
The engine hangs on the engine mount.
T h e f u s e l a g e i s o n t h e g e a r.
Wheelpants are fitted on the wheels.
Van has been very flexible with
Richard and sends him partial kits to
keep his progress going. He received
the canopy as a partial finish kit and it
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January 6th Chapter
Meeting

January 11th Board Meeting
The next BOD meeting will be held on Wednesday
January 11th at the Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00
PM. A summary of the minutes from the December BOD
meeting recorded by Jim Canniff are as follows:

The January Chapter
meeting will be on
Wednesday January 6th
at the Farmers Branch
Library, located on the
northwest corner of Webb
Chapel and Golfing Green
Dr. The meeting will be
held in the auditorium and
begin at 6:30 p.m. with
socializing and coffee. The program
will begin promptly at 7 p.m. and finish by 9:00 p.m.

Officers, Directors in Attendance: Michael Stephan, Sam
Cooper, Jim Canniff, Mel Asberry, Ann Asberry, and Norm
Biron.
Chapter Meetings
Jan 6, Feb 3, Mar 2, Apr 6, May 3, June 7, July 5, Aug 2,
Sept 6, Oct 4, Nov 1, Dec 6
Board of Directors Meetings

This month our speaker will be Mel Asberry DAR. Mel
will talk about aircraft inspections. Having been a DAR
since the beginning of the program, Mel has inspected all
types of aircraft and will present what he has learned.
If you are building or have specific questions about the
regulations covering experimental aircraft, be sure to attend
this meeting.

January 16th Project Visit

Jan 11, Feb 8, Mar 14, Apr 11, May 9, June 13, July 11,
Aug 8, Sept 12, Oct 10, Nov 14, Dec 12
GENERAL MEETING, SPEAKER / SUBJECT
January 6: Mel Asberry - Airworthiness Inspections
MONTHLY SOCIAL GATHERING
Proposed Project Visit to Richard Wingfield's RV-14 in
McKinney.
TREASURER REPORT

By Michael Stephan

Since it is a little cold to do much flying, we are instead
planning a project visit. In the newsletter this month we
highlighted Richard Wingfield’s RV-14 project, and now
we have a chance to see it in person and hear from Richard
about the project.
We will meet on Saturday at 10 am.
Richard’s address is: 7304 Winstanley Ln
McKinney, TX 75071
Come join and get a look at Vans latest designs. You might
decide to build one.

Sam presented the Treasurer’s Report for November and
early December. There were 4 membership renewals and 2
new memberships .
Sam reported the Christmas party cost the chapter about
$185 which is considerably less than in past years. With all
contributions there was a total donation of $652 to
Operation Once In a Lifetime.
Sam reported a small positive cash flow for 2015.
OLD BUSINESS
•The board discussed results of the Christmas party. It was
considered to be a success.
•The board agreed to change the board meeting night to the
first Wednesday after the regular chapter meeting.
•The Asberrys will hold their annual End-Of-year party on
December 29.
NEW BUSINESS
•Norm proposed ending our Young Eagles incentive
program as there has been no response. We will not include
the letter describing the program with future Young Eagles
certificates.
•Norm presented an Eagles Program promotion package
from EAA.
•Norm presented an updated list of the chapter officers and
volunteers.
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Year End Remarks

Notable First Flights

By Norm Biron

Mooney M10T Achieves First Test Flight

As the year wraps up and we
start looking forward to next
year, I would like to take a few
moments to thank some of our
members for their service to our
EAA chapter. These individuals
give their time and talents to our
chapter in a variety of ways and make our chapter what it
is. The chapter’s officers, board of directors, and the many
appointed chapter positions are all volunteers, who by the
way have all agreed to serve for another year, that have
worked well together to accomplished what we have and I
appreciate the support they have given me all year,

Mooney’s M10T,
poof of concept, plane
made it first flight this
month in Chino, CA.

One chapter member deserves special recognition for
what he has accomplished this year. Michael Stephan, who
I consider our chapter MVP, has been involved in almost all
chapter activities and has provided us with interesting and
entertaining speakers for our monthly membership
meetings and a great newsletter throughout the year. He is
our social coordinator and has planned many fly-outs,
project visits and events throughout the year. He has also
supported other chapter members on special chapter
projects. He has worked with Pete Miller our web site
editor to transition our old hard to maintain web site to a
modern EAA award winning site. He has also worked with
Jim Quinn our Young Eagles coordinator and the Blue Sky
Education Foundation to fly the teachers participating in
the STEM programs of the Dallas and Grand Prairie
Independent School Districts. Michael has custody of the
chapter scales and has made many project visits to inspect
and weigh aircrafts on request. We need more chapter
members like him.
Many of our members are close to finishing their projects
and I’m hoping that next year the chapter will have several
first flights. I encourage all members working on projects
to utilize the services of our Technical Counselors and
especially Flight Advisors before making their first flight. I
also encourage these members to contact Mel Asberry, an
FAA Designated Airworthiness Inspected (DAR), to inspect
your project and obtain your Special Airworthiness
Certificate. Mel will be our speaking on this topic at our
January membership meeting
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The flight lasted
about 15 minutes
performing basic
maneuvers.
Constructed from
carbon fiber, the aircraft has three seats and is powered
with a Continental CD-135 turbodiesel engine.
Mooney, which emerged from hiatus nearly two years ago
with new corporate offices in Chino, will continue the M10
certification process over the next few years. The M10 will
be manufactured in China for sale to it growing training
population there. The M20 series of high-performance
aircraft will still be produced in Kerrville, Texas.
Epic E1000 Prototype Completes First Flight

Epic Aircraft’s turboprop prototype completed a first
flight last month from the company’s Bend, Oregon,
headquarters.
More flight testing is scheduled targeting mid-2016 for
certification with deliveries soon after. More than 60 orders
are now on hand.
The E1000 will sell for $2.95 million, featuring six seats,
a composite airframe and a 1200-horsepower Pratt &
Whitney PT6A-67A turbine engine. It will fly at true
airspeeds of more than 325 knots and offer a range of 1,650
nautical miles.
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and 172 mph at 55%. It stalls at 56 mph. At
gross weight it can climb at 1500 fpm.

Building the RV-14

Also in the airplane is the instrument panel.
Richard uses the new Garmin G3X touch in
the panel. At Oshkosh last year, Richard,
Marvin and Ken spent quite a bit of time
studying the displays in the Garmin tent
looking closely at how the connectors are
built as well as how they are wired. Since the
Garmin units communicate using a CAN bus
(controller area network), terminating the bus
properly is very important. The engineers in
the tent that day answered quite a few
questions. With Marvin and Ken’s help,
Richard has a very advanced instrument panel
that includes IFR capability as well as ADS-b
In/Out. A Garmin 696 adds GPS redundancy
to the G3X. The airplane’s equipment also
includes with Garmin’s autopilot that is fully
integrated.
is finished and on the airplane. Also completed is the
cowl, so once all the engine accessories, hoses,
exhaust and baffles are finished, Richard will be ready
for inspection. So Richard is now waiting for those
kits parts to be finished.
The RV-14 as Van designed it is powered by an 390
cubic inch powerplant. Richard is using a Lycoming
IO-390 engine on his RV-14. It produces around 210
hp. As a fuel injected engine, it should be very
efficient at making power at a reduced fuel
consumption. Richard plans to use a Hartzel blended
airfoil propellor. The fuel tanks hold 50 gallons, and
that will produce a range of about 1000 nm. The
RV-14 has a cruise speed of 195 mph at 75% power

The all Garmin Panel in the RV-14

Richard is not a first time builder. He built a RV-6 in the
90’s. A few years ago he produced a RV-8 and now in his
garage is a nearly finished RV-14. How does he do it? I
found Richard to be very focused on his goals.
He

US Sport Aircraft
Sam Huff
Sales Manager
www.ussportaircraft.com

Elevate Your Experience...
A Lycoming IO-390 hangs on the front of Richard’s RV-14.
Note the beefed up engine mount of the RV-14
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4700 Airport Pkwy
Addison, TX 75001
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kits are so refined that most arduous tasks of the past are
more simple. The gear legs bolt on in an afternoon. The
wheel pants finished after a morning of work. That is why
Vans kits have a high completion rate. A two year build for
an new design in which much of that time is waiting for
parts is a real accomplishment.
Kudos to Vans and Richard for a fine looking airplane. I
can’t wait to see it flying, which is not far away.

All the Garmin modules behind the instrument panel

constantly has his project in mind. When we were at
Oshkosh this year, I think he left a permanent print on the
seat of Van’s RV-14. He took plenty of pictures of the
details he needed to finish. He also has goods friends to
help. If you are building, don’t underestimate the benefits
of a few friends interested in you finishing your project. It
helps keep the momentum going. It makes difficult tasks
easier, and it is a relationship that makes building a pleasure
instead of a drudgery. I know it was for me and my RV-8.
Helping Richard are many experienced builders from
Aerocountry. Marvin joked that there is about 200 years of
RV building experience that gave a helping hand. Marvin
also commented that it wasn’t that much work. He said the
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Richard studies the RV-14 at Airventure 2015
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LED Light for Fuel Gauge
By Klaus Truemper

Super bright LEDs: 5mm dia, 9-16V, 5W

$10, including shipping. We bought several since
experimentation might damage some of them. Indeed, we
ruined one during that process.
The LEDs were super bright indeed. How should they be
used?
The first idea was mounting one LED behind the panel to
illuminate the nylon tubing. This wasn't a good idea: One
could see the light very well, but the fuel level wasn't
clearly shown. More trials, moving the LED around.
Fuel gauge lit by LED light

The fuel gauge of our Zenith 601HDS consists of a nylon
tube displayed in a slot of the panel. The system is cheap
and reliable: WYSIWYH "What You See Is What You
Have."
Over twenty years, the tube gradually turned to a dark
brown that made it hard to read the fuel level, particularly
in bright sunshine.
The discoloration problem was easily solved with
installation of a new tube. But it still was difficult to read
the fuel level; it seemed harder than I recalled from years
ago, when the tube was still clear. This was likely due to the
fact that autogas is no longer colored the way it used to be,
when brands wanted to differentiate themselves. In fact,
gasoline has become a truly generic product, with refineries
swapping fuels any which way to reduce distribution costs.

Eventually, a surprising solution: the light mounted in
front of the panel at the bottom of the nylon tube. The nylon
absorbs much of the light, channels it upward inside the
tubing and fuel. The light is refracted when the fuel level is
reached; see above photo, where about 6.7 gal of fuel are
indicated by a bright horizontal line inside the tube.
We mounted the LED using a small aluminum
bracket, with surface toward the light bulb painted white.
The LED is moved far enough downward into the bracket
so that it cannot be seen even when the pilot bends forward.
A general complaint posted on the Internet about LED
lights says that the wires are flimsy. The word does not
begin to describe the small size and fragility of the wires.

Something new was needed. Enter LEDs: Cheap, low
power consumption, available in various shapes and sizes,
as individual lights or in strips. Our display problem called
for experimentation with that technology.
Searching on the Internet, we found a super bright LED,
white, 5mm diameter, 9-16V, 5W. Ten LEDs for less than
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Even with a first-rate stripper, it was difficult to remove the
insulation without damaging the stranded wire. But with
some effort, we succeeded.

Lesson 1 in the Glider
By Michael Stephan

For the installation, we soldered 22-gauge aircraft wire
pieces to the flimsy wires and covered the connection with
heat shrink tubing. The aircraft wires were then connected
to the panel.
There was more to consider. Our plane no longer has a
mechanical fuel pump and runs solely on an electric facet
pump with automatic backup by a second facet pump. In
case the alternator fails, all nonessential power users are
turned off. That had to include the LED light. So we wired
the LED light to the switch that powers the two gyros, since
they definitely will be turned off if the alternator fails.
Another consideration is the heat dissipated by the LED
light bulb. Yes, it is just 5W, but that still produces some
heat that we would not want near the nylon tube. So the
light bulb is mounted against the aluminum panel, and any
heat is absorbed by the panel.
In the final test of the installation, we pointed a bright
LED flashlight and a trouble light, in bright daylight, at the
panel. But regardless of the position of these lights, the
nylon tube remained brightly lit by the single LED, and the
fuel level could be clearly seen. What an improvement after
years of squinting at the fuel gauge, trying to make out the
fuel level!

Last month I talked about my first flight in Texas Soaring
Association’s K21 glider on a winch tow. Inspired by that
flight, I am now taking instruction to learn more about this
end of the aviation spectrum. I see aviation as the
intersection of science and art. Soaring is definitely both of
those.
Although my first flight was at TSA, I went to Midway
and Big Q Aviation to get instruction. You can find Carol
Walker’s ad in the newsletter.
Like most training the first thing to learn is the vehicle
you will be training in. In this case it is the Grob 103,
which is a very sturdy and efficient fiberglass two-seat
training aircraft. So what makes this plane different?
Just like most planes, it has three wheels, all in a line. It
has a nose wheel and a tail wheel. The main gear is in the
middle. The tail wheel protects the tail on landing, but the
glider sits on the nose wheel on take off and landing
rollouts.
It has ballast weights to keep the CG in the proper
position. There is a minimum weight for he front seat and
for light pilots weights are needed in front of the seat to
meet that requirement. I have to make sure that they are
removed, since there is also a maximum front seat limit.
The Grob is built for easy disassembly. So, all those
attachment points need to be checked for security. I rarely
confirm that my spar attach bolts are in place on my RV-8,
but I check the Grob before flying it.
Since it is fiberglass, I check all the surfaces for damage
and wear, especially on the underside, where rocks and
debris are kick up from the main gear.

www.flightmuseum.com
@FrontofFlight
Monday – Saturday: 10am to 5pm
Sunday: 1pm to 5pm

2015

6911 Lemmon Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75209
(214) 350-3600

The brakes are also very important so they are also
checked before getting in. Since the brakes are only on the
one main gear, the master cylinder is attached to the handle
that actuates the air brakes/spoilers. So as you pull the
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In the glider, I finish the pretakeoff checklist and give the
wing raise signal to the line crew
that I am ready. Signal the tow
pilot and off we go. Having spent
much of my youth waterskiing, I
was very familiar with this
sensation. In fact, aerotow is just
like waterskiing, except there is
no water and the fun begins when
you let go of the rope.
Keep the glider a few feet off the
ground to allow the tow plane to
accelerate, and then when the tow
The Grob G-103 Twin II
plane lifts off, follow it. Sounds
simple, but is the first major skill
airbrake lever, the brakes kick in near the end of the travel to learn. Stay behind the tow plane. I call this part “forced
of that lever. All the braking is on that control.
formation flying.” And like formation flying, you need to
Without an engine the Grob has very few controls keep the glider in the proper position. This tow position is
compared to the typical airplane. Other than the flight called a high tow and the sight cue is to keep the wheels of
controls, the stick and rudders, the Grob has only a tow the tow plane on the horizon. It was October when I took
hook release knob, a pitch trim lever, and the airbrakes/ my first lesson and the air that afternoon was a bit bumpy,
so staying in proper position was quite a challenge. When
spoiler lever.
the tow plane hit an upward bump it hit me a few seconds
It also has one more unique device, the total energy probe. later. Then it would hit some sink that I would get a few
If you ask me how it works, I probably couldn’t tell you, seconds later. Get these two actions in quick succession
but I do know what is does. It looks like a fancy pitot and and you have a handful of corrections to stay in position,
static probe, and measures the airmass’s energy. Gliders which I was quite tardy on that first lesson. Like
can only glide downward since they can’t produce thrust. waterskiing, if not careful, you can get slung outward in a
But, if the airmass is moving upward faster than you are turn, slip inside if you overbank, all these things lead to
moving downward. Violla, you are going up. The total slack rope, which you don’t want any of. I did all of those
energy probe add or subtracts the airmass’s energy to that of things the first flight. My instructor did a good job
the glider. So as the glider swaps potential energy (altitude) correcting my position and giving me back the airplane (he
for kinetic energy (airspeed) the probe shows lift and sink had to do that several times).
despite changes in speed and altitude. So on the preflight,
Most of my learning comes after a lesson when I replay
make sure this probe is in good condition.
the flight in my mind and focus on what happened and how
So, on to the flying part of the lesson.
to correct it. In this case, I was way behind in controlling
Taxiing to the runway takes a tow vehicle and a line crew the airplane and then over-controlled it. A glider has a very
person. Towing gear attached to the glider makes this long wingspan with the ailerons at the tip. Therefore its roll
somewhat simple. Also, in these parts, aerotow is the rate is slower than what I am used to in the RV, which rolls
typical way to get in the air, so we to have a tow plane on very quickly. I compensated by putting in more control,
the runway as well. You get the idea that glider flying is a which didn’t help roll speed but did create adverse yaw due
to the increased induced drag of the higher wing. Now I
group effort.
need rudder to counter the adverse yaw and a lot of it. Now
I have too much bank and I put the opposite stick control in,
which takes a bit to take effect and so I put even more in.
Now the same effect is happening, but in the opposite
direction. It didn’t take but a few cycles of this to be 180
degrees out of phase with the glider. The glider was really
swimming around in the air that day. The tow pilot had a
rough day with me back there.
What I learned was something David Cheek told me years
ago when I was learning to fly tailwheels, “Smaller
corrections sooner.” That takes experience and practice,
which I got more of and now I am comfortable on tow.
Next lesson I tackle patterns and landings. Stay tuned.
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Burt Rutan’s Skigull Flies
By Michael Stephan

On November 24th in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, Burt Rutan’s
latest creation took flight with Glen Smith at the controls.
The flight lasted an hour and a half and performed an
aggressive test card according to Rutan.
This project has been talked about for the last two years.
At Airventure 2015 Burt revealed the design. There is even
a film under production about the project at
www.antennafilms.com called:
Looking Up, Way Up! The Burt Rutan Story
Burt says this is not his last design, but it is the last one he
will personally construct.
The Skigull is powered by a Rotax engine and can land on
land, water and snow and cruise at 140kts.

VISIT ONE OF THE TOP AVIATION MUSEUMS
IN THE WORLD
WE BRING HISTORY TO LIFE
972.380.8800 - www.cavflight.org
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Upcoming Events

Tuesday, January 19, 2016, 7:00 PM
Emergency! Getting it Right when Things Go
Wrong

From funplacestofly.com

Saturday, Jan 2, 2016
1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-in
McKinney National Airport (TKI)

Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. We're
having Free coffee and donuts for everyone on the first
Saturday of every month at Chuck Roberts Hangar 2520 in
the McKinney Hangars Association area at the McKinney
National Airport TKI McKinney, TX. Let's gather at 9:00
am. You don't have to be a member to attend. Fly-ins can
ask the tower for directions to the MHOA Hangers. See you
there! Contact: Mikey Laney Phone: 469-261-4938
Saturday, Feb 6, 2016
1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-in

Radisson Hotel Ft. Worth Fossil Creek
2540 Meacham Blvd.
Fort Worth, TX 76106
Starting at 7:00PM
We spend time training for them, but real-world
emergencies are rare enough that it’s easy to get
complacent. They don’t always happen to “other pilots,”
though, and preparation can make a big difference when
things don’t go as planned:
• What if you lose 500 rpm during takeoff, but the engine
is running smoothly?
• What if the ammeter drops to zero during a flight in
IMC?

McKinney National Airport (TKI)

Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. We're
having Free coffee and donuts for everyone on the first
Saturday of every month at Chuck Roberts Hangar 2520 in
the McKinney Hangars Association area at the McKinney
National Airport TKI McKinney, TX. Let's gather at 9:00
am. You don't have to be a member to attend. Fly-ins can
ask the tower for directions to the MHOA Hangers. See you
there! Contact: Mikey Laney Phone: 469-261-4938

• What if your left aileron develops a strong vibration in
flight?

Faast Team Seminars

Select Number: NR0365874

Our new seminar is full of expert tips on handling those
“up here, but wishing you were down there” scenarios. We
focus on how to keep abnormal situations from becoming
full-blown emergencies, offer advice on keeping critical
problems under control, and give our best advice on offairport landings.
http://www.aopa.org/forms/event-calendar/SAFETY_SEMINAR

"FREE WEBINAR - Get a Better Preflight
Briefing!"
Topic: How to prepare for and receive a better preflight
briefing.
On Monday, January 4, 2016 at 17:30
Location:

Robin Sharitz
Phone: (301) 695-2175
Robin.sharitz@aopa.org
Tuesday, January 19, 2016, 7:00PM
Emergency! Getting it Right when Things Go
Wrong (same as above)
Addison Conf. & Theatre Centre

ONLINE ONLY--Webinar
Select Number:
WP0166207
Description:
In this 90 minute webinar you will significantly improve
the quality of your preflight briefings and your
understanding of the information provided to you. We'll
also explore 1800wxbrief.com, and discuss how to do an
effective pre-brief. Lastly, you will learn the differences
in various forecasts and what to look for to begin to
identify hazardous weather conditions.

15650 Addison Road
Addison, TX 75001
Select Number: NR0365875
http://www.aopa.org/forms/event-calendar/SAFETY_SEMINAR

Click here to register.
www.faasafety.gov/SPANS/event_details.aspx?eid=66207
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For Sale: David Clark headset TSO $100. Hydraulic
Wing jack
for RV aircraft (RV Easy Lift System). New
HANGAR
ECHOES
condition – used once. $140. Tail dragger dragger for RV
or Sale:
otherVarieze
tail wheel
aircraft.
$125.
Pneumatic
For
w/Cont
O-200;
100Tools:
hours on
overhaul.and
hand.
Just
about
enough
to
build
an
RV
or
other sheet
1350 total time
metal
aircraft.
35
items,
mostly
from
Avery
Tools
and all
$14.5k. Leon Rausch 214-349-6024
ready to work. New price for these tools is more than
$1850.
for $700.
Aircraft parts,
cost: New
For
Sale:Sell
Garmin
396 (Updated).
$60020-50%
or best of
offer.
UMA
suction
gauge
,
electric
boost
pump,
tachometer,
Bill Bracken 817-925-4699
rod end bearings, aluminum tubing, Call or email for list
For
RV-12George
ELSA just
completed
less paint.
andSale:
prices.
Kilishek
(972)
250 Loaded
2906 or
with
options
and
avionics
upgrades.
Located
at T31.
s_kilishek@yahoo.com.
$77,500. Keith Cole 972-658-1800

a O 360 (76” dia 65” pitch, spacer and 12” dia. spinner).
Less than 60hrs since installed new. LOWERED PRICE
Sale:
Parts,
Planes, Services
$1850For
- Bill
Bracken
817-925-4699
For Sale: Fiber Glass Cloth For Sale Bi directional 8H
satin Weave Aeronautics/Aerospace grade, 13.3 mils
thick, 50” wide, warp strength 562 lbf/in, fill strength 518
lbf/in, 14.43oz/sqyd, compatible with all resins, in origi
nal packaging 125 yard rolls. Comparable price at Air
craft Spruce, over $9/yard. $400 per roll, that’s only
$3.20 per yard to EAA members. Cut lengths $7/linear
yard 50”wide with a $50 minimum. Call Jim Carney 214763-6784.

For Sale: Midget Mustang Projects
To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from nonmembers
Larry
( ldbirdwell@sbcglobal.net
) newsletter Editors discretion.
will beBirdwell
run on a space
available basis. Ads will be run at the
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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Experimental Aircraft Association

c/o Sam Cooper
1502 Shannon Place
Carrollton, TX 75006-1517

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
Sam Cooper
1502 Shannon Place
Carrollton, TX 75006-1517

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City!

State!

Phone Home:!

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # !

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

!
!
!
!
!

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer
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